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Abstract. Indonesia has a variety of local languages, which is the Batak Toba language. This 
time, there are still some Batak Toba people who do not know speak Batak Toba language 
fluently. Nowadays, desktop based dictionary is one of reference that very efficiently used to 
learn a language and also to increase vocabulary. In making the dictionary application, string 
matching can be implemented for word-searching process. String matching have some 
algorithm, which is Berry – Ravindran algorithm and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm and will be 
implemented on the dictionary application. Zhu-Takaoka algorithm and Berry – Ravindran 
algorithm have two phases, which are the preprocessing phase and the searching phase. 
Preprocessing phase is a process to make the shifting values according to in pattern that input 
by user. To know the shifting value with Zhu-Takaoka algorithm, it’s need Zhu-Takaoka Bad 
Character (Ztbc) and Boyer-Moore Good Suffix (Bmgs). Then, Ztbc will be compared to 
Bmgs to get the maximum value of them that will be set as shifting value. While Berry-
Ravindran algorithm, to know the shifting value is needed Berry-Ravindran Bad Character, 
which the two characters right of the text at the position m + 1 and m+ 2, is needed to 
determine the shifting value, where m is length of the pattern. 
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Abstrak. Indonesia memiliki beragam bahasa daerah, salah satunya adalah Bahasa Batak 
Toba. Saat ini masih banyak  masyarakat bersuku Batak Toba yang belum fasih dalam 
berbahasa Batak Toba. Kamus dapat dijadikan sebagai salah satu sarana untuk belajar 
berbahasa. Dalam pembuatan aplikasi kamus, string matching dapat diimplementasikan 
dalam proses pencarian katanya. Ada beberapa algortima dalam String matching antara 
lain algoritma Zhu-Takaoka dan algoritma Berry-Ravindran  dan akan diimplementasikan 
pada aplikasi kamus tersebut. Algoritma  Zhu-Takaoka dan algoritma Berry-Ravindran 
memiliki dua fase yaitu fase preprocessing dan fase pencarian. Fase preprocessing 
merupakan proses untuk mendapatkan nilai pergeseran sesuai dengan pattern yang 
dimasukkan. Nilai pergeseran ditentukan dari aturan algoritma Zhu-Takaoka dan algoritma 
Berry-Ravindran.  Untuk mengetahui nilai pergeseran dengan algoritma Zhu-Takaoka 
diperlukan Zhu-Takaoka Bad Character dan Boyer-Moore Good Suffix kemudian keduanya 
akan dibandingkan untuk mencari nilai terbesar yang akan dijadikan sebagai nilai 
pergeseran. Sedangkan pada algoritma Berry-Ravindran untuk mengetahui nilai pergeseran 
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diperlukan Berry-Ravindran Bad Character yang merupakan dua karakter sebelah kanan 
teks pada posisi m+1 dan m+2 dimana m merupakan panjang pattern.    
Kata Kunci: Algoritma, String Matching, Zhu-Takaoka, Berry-Ravindran, Kamus. 
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1. Introduction 
 Batak ethnic is one of a big nation ethnic in Indonesia. But there are so many Batak people who 
do not know speak batak language well. So that, the writer give a solution to defend Batak 
language. The writer build a dictionary application that can translate Bahasa Indonesia in to Batak 
language and vice versa by implementing string matching algorithm that is Berry-Ravindran 
algorithm and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm with desktop base. 
Algorithm can be defined as a computation process who take or determine some of value as input 
and  produce or determine some of value value as output. Or algorithm is sequence of computation 
steps that change an input become an output [2]. 
2. Method 
Berry-Ravindran Algorithm is a string matching algorithm which is a blend between Quick Search 
algorithm and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm. This algorithm is proposed by T. Berry and S. Ravindran 
in 1999. This algorithm do the shift with compute the shifting of bad character which it’s value 
obtained form preprocessing phase. Berry-Ravindran algorithm do the string matching from left 
to right.  
BM‟ (Zhu-Takaoka) algorithm is modification of Boyer Moore algorithm that have the same 
characteristic in string searching process. The characteristic is consists of two phases were 
preprocessing phase and searching phase. The difference of Boyer-Moore algorithm and Zhu-
Takaoka algorithm is on bad character rule determine phase. In Boyer-Moore algorithm, bad 
character just one dimension butin  Zhu-Takaoka modified become array of two dimensions. Zhu-
Takaoka algorithm do string matching from right to left. In preprocessing phase, Zhu-Takaoka 
algorithm build bad character table with two dimension because this algorithm doing computation 
for pair of characters.  Flowchart of Berry-Ravindran and Zhu-Takaoka searching process can be 
seen in Figure 1 and 2 below.  
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Figure 1. Flowchart of Berry-Ravindran Searching Process 
3. Result And Discussion 
A. Berry-Ravindran Algorithm 
Before doing searching process, Berry-Ravindran algorithm have preprocessing phase to 
determine the shifting value. Figure 2 below show the shifting value of pattern ‘aha’.  And the 
sample text in database are agat, 
brBc A H * 
A 1 1 1 
H 2 5 5 
* 4 5 5 
Figure 2. The Shifting Value of Pattern ‘Aha’ 
In the first searching process, pattern ‘aha’ be matched with text ‘agat’. If the shifting value is 
bigger than difference long of pattern and text, so system will not doing searching process and it 
will be return zero value its mean that pattern not found.  The difference long of ‘agat’ and ‘aha’ 
is one, it’s mean that searching process just have probability once shifting.  In Figure 3, text ‘agat’ 
having the addition of two characters ‘00’ that aims to avoid ArrayIndexOutOfBound. To know 
the shifting value, Berry-Ravindran take two caharacters right of the text.  In the case of ‘agat’ it 
just have one character right that is T, so with the addition of two characters we can get the shifting 
value. 
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A G A T 0 0 
A H A    
brBc [T][0] = 5 
Figure 3. Berry-Ravindran Searching for text ‘agat’ 
We can see that the shifting value is 5. It is bigger than difference long of pattern and text, so that 
system will be return zero value that means ‘aha’ not found in ‘agat’ and it will be taking the next 
text to be matched. 
 
Figure 4. Flowchart of Zhu-Takaoka Algorithm Searching Process  
 
B. Zhu-Takaoka Algorithm 
The first step is preprocessing phase that making two shifting tables, ZtBc (Zhu-Takaoka Bad 
Character) and BmGs (Boyer-Moore Good Suffix). The result of preprocessing of pattern ‘aha’ 
can be seen in Figure 5 and 6 below.   
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ZtBc A H * 
A 2 1 3 
H 2 3 3 
* 2 3 3 
Figure 5. Zhu-Takaoka Bad Character Table 
 
I 0 1 2 
x[i] A H A 
suff[i] 1 0 3 
bmGs[i] 1 2 1 
Figure 6. Boyer-Moore Good Suffixes Table 
Steps of the searching of pattern ‘aha’ in text ‘mahap’ with Zhu-Takaoka algorithm can be seen 
below.  
Step 1 
Window  A H   
Text M A H A P 
Pattern A H A   
I 0 1 2   




Bmgs [2] is equal with Ztbc [A][H]  then do one-time shifting  
Step 2 
Window   H A  
Text M A H A P 
Pattern  A H A  
I  0 1 2  
Figure 8. Step two of searching in the text 
Characters is matched. 
Shift do as much bmGs[0] = 1 
Step 3 
Window    A P 
Text M A H A P 
Pattern   A H A 
I   0     1 2 
Figure 9. Step two of searching in the text 
ztBc[ A][ P ] = 3 
bmGs[i] = bmGs[2] = 1 
do three times shifting 
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Cause of the length of the text already exhausted, so matching process terminated. From the 
example above, it can be concluded that text ‘mahap’ and pattern ‘aha’ produce a pattern that 
matched by using Zhu-Takaoka algorithm. -Takaoka produce 1 pattern that matching. 
4. Conclusion  
The conclusion of this research as follows: 
1. The application that is created is Indonesian-Batak Toba dictionary desktop base by using 
Berry-Ravindran and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm.  
2. Berry – Ravindran and Zhu – Takaoka algorithm can be implemented on Indonesian-Batak 
Toba dictionary application and it can be run well.  
This research showed where the longer the text character, then the shorter the running time  or in 
other words, running time and length of text characters is inversely proportional,.  Based on 
system testing, it showed that the time for the search processing required by Zhu-Takaoka 
algorithm is shorter than Berry-Ravindran algorithm. 
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